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Periodic alternating 0- and p-junction structures as realization of w-Josephson junctions
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We consider the properties of a periodic structure consisting of small alternating 0- andp-Josephson
junctions. We show that depending on the relation between the lengths of the individual junctions, this system
can be either in the homogeneous or in the phase-modulated state. The modulated phase appears via a second-
order phase transition when the mismatch between the lengths of the individual junctions drops below the
critical value. The screening length diverges at the transition point. In the modulated state, the equilibrium
phase difference in the structure can take any value from2p to p (w-junction!. The current-phase relation in
this structure has very unusual shape with two maxima. As a consequence, the field dependence of the critical
current in a small structure is very different from the standard Fraunhofer dependence. The Josephson vortex
in a long structure carries partial magnetic flux, which is determined by the equilibrium phase.
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The minimum energy of Josephson junction~JJ! usually
corresponds to the zero phase difference of the supercon
ing order parameter.1 However, long time ago it has bee
predicted that the JJs with ferromagnetic interlayer (S-F-S
junctions! may have ground state with phase difference eq
to p ~‘‘ p-junctions’’! ~Ref. 2!. Only recently this prediction
has been experimentally verified3–5 and now the controllable
fabrication ofS-F-S p-junctions becomes possible. Anoth
realization ofp-junctions became possible due to thed-wave
symmetry of the order parameter in high-temperat
superconductors.6,7 Recent experiments on YBa2Cu3O7-Nb
zigzag JJs demonstrated that such junctions are compos
alternating facets of 0- andp- junctions.8,9 In a pioneering
work,10 Bulaevskii, Kuzii, and Sobyanin demonstrated th
the spontaneous Josephson vortex carrying fluxF0/2 appears
at the boundary between 0- andp- JJs. The structure of suc
semifluxon has been studied in more detail in Refs. 11, 1

In the present work we study the properties of the perio
array of 0- andp- JJs. We show that depending on the ra
of lengths of 0- andp- JJs, such an array can be either in t
homogeneous or the modulated state. The second-o
phase transition between these states takes place whe
length mismatch between 0- andp- JJs is small. At the tran
sition point the screening length of the magnetic field
verges. In the modulated states the average phase differ
w0 can take any value between2p andp. Further, we call
such systemsw-junctions. Such structures were first pr
dicted by Mints13 in the case of alternating 0- andp- JJs. We
study the properties ofw-junctions: effective Josephson cu
rent, Josephson length, and Fraunhofer-like oscillations
the critical current. Magnetic properties of longw-junctions
are determined by two types of Josephson vortices, carr
partial fluxesF0w0 /p andF0(p2w0)/p ~see also Refs. 13
14!. We find, analytically, the shapes of these unusual
sephson vortices. We also demonstrate that at the boun
betweenw- and usual JJs, a Josephson vortex appears c
ing a partial fluxF0w0/2p.
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Consider a periodic structure composed of alternating
andp-JJs of lengthsd0 anddp , respectively. The energy pe
period of such a structure is given by

F5
F0 j c

2pc E2d0

0 FlJ
2

2 S df

dx D 2

112cosfGdx

1
F0 j c

2pc E0

dpFlJ
2

2 S df

dx D 2

111cosfGdx, ~1!

where j c is the Josephson current density,lJ is the Joseph-
son length of the individual junctions,lJ

25cF0 /(8p2t j c),
and t5t01l11l2 is the effective junction thickness.1 For
simplicity, we focus on the case when critical current den
ties j c are the same in 0- andp-JJs. Generalization for dif-
ferent critical currents is straightforward. Possible realizat
of such a system is the zigzag junction between high-Tc and
conventional superconductors as well asS-F-S junctions
with periodically modulated thickness of the ferromagne
interlayer. In the case of the zigzag structure,x is the coor-
dinate along the zigzag boundary. The ground-state ph
distribution is determined by equation

d2f

dx2
1 j ~x!sinf50,2d0,x,dp , ~2!

where j (x)52lJ
22 in 0-JJs andj (x)5lJ

22 in p-JJs. At the
boundaries, the phase and its derivative have to be cont
ous. Periodicity off(x) implies that the solution is symmet
ric with respect tox52d0/2 anddp/2, i.e.,df/dxux52d0/2

5df/dxux5dp/250. Equation~2! always has homogeneou

solutionsf50 andf5p. However, these solutions give th
ground state only in some range of the ratiod0 /dp . In gen-
eral, Eq. ~2! also allows for the inhomogeneous solutio
Consider casedp,d0 and weak modulation around thef
50 state. In this case, Eq.~2! can be linearized and its so
lution is given by
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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f5H A cosh
x1d0/2

lJ
,2d0,x,0,

B cos
x2dp/2

lJ
,0,x,dp .

~3!

Matching the logarithmic derivatived ln f/dx of these solu-
tions atx50, we obtain condition

tanh~d0/2lJ!5tan~dp/2lJ! ~4!

for the onset of the modulated solution. The energy anal
shows that the uniformf50 solution is favorable a
tanh(d0/2lJ).tan(dp/2lJ). In the opposite casedp.d0, the
uniform f5p solution is favorable at tanh(dp/2lJ)
.tan(d0/2lJ). In the case of a finite junction split into 0
and p-pieces, condition~4! was first derived in Ref. 10
These results are summarized in the phase diagram show
Fig. 1. In limit d0@lJ , the condition for the modulated so
lution is given bydp.(p/2)lJ . In the cased0 ,dp!lJ , the
region of the modulated solution, is given by

ud02dpu
d0

,
d0

2

6lJ
2

!1, ~5!

i.e., the modulated solution exists only for a very sm
length mismatch. SincelJ is temperature dependent, th
transition into the modulated state may occur with decre
ing temperature.

In case d05dp[d, the phase distribution is alway
modulated. Let us find this distribution. From symme
f(2x)5p2f(x), in particular, f(0)5p/2. The first
integral of Eq.~2! for x,0 is given by

lJ
2

2 S df

dx D 2

1cosf5cosf0 ~6!

with f05f(2d/2). The solution is given by

x~f!52
lJ

A2
E

f

p/2 df8

Acosf02cosf8
, ~7!

wheref0 is determined by conditionx(f0)52d/2. Depen-
dencef0(d/lJ) and shapes of phase variationf(x) for dif-
ferent values ofd/lJ are presented in Fig. 2. For sma

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Phase diagram of the periodic alternatin
0-p junction structure. Inset shows dependence of the equilibr
phase on the length mismatch, ford0dp5lJ

2 .
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lengthd!lJ , it is easy to find that the phase distribution f
2d,x,0 is f(x)5p/21x(x1d)/(8lJ

2), i.e., it varies
weakly aroundp/2.

Consider a structure composed of short alternating 0-
p- JJs with a small length mismatch,ud02dpu!d0. In this
case, functionj (x) in Eq. ~2! oscillates rapidly and we can
presentf(x) as f(x)5w(x)1j(x), where functionw(x)
varies slowly over the distanced0 andj(x) oscillates rapidly
with j(x)50. In limit d0,p,lJ , the oscillating term is smal
@as one can see from the right panel of Fig. 2, even
d0 ,dp5lJ , ~i!uj(x)u<0.13!1 and~ii ! the oscillating part is
smaller than the average phase#. In this case one can use
coarse-grained approximation~see, e.g., Ref. 15!, meaning
that we can average out the rapidly oscillating functionj(x)
and derive the equation for the slowly varying functionw(x)
only:

d2w

dx2
52

d0dp

24lJ
4
sin~2w!1

d02dp

~d01dp!lJ
2
sin~w!. ~8!

Here, the first term in the right-hand side appears due
current modulations and the second term is proportiona
the average Josephson current. The neglected terms in
~8! are smaller by a factor of (d0 /lJ)

2. Without the external
magnetic field, when condition~5! is fulfilled, the equilib-
rium phase differencew0 is:

cosw05 f [
12lJ

2~d02dp!

d0dp~d01dp!
, ~9!

and foru f u,1, the average phase difference lies in the reg
0,uw0u,p, i.e., we have the realization of a JJ with arb
trary ground-state phase difference (w-junction!. For u f u.1
homogeneous 0- orp-phase is realized. An example of th
dependence of equilibrium phasew0 on length mismatch is
shown in the inset of Fig. 1.

The energy in terms of the coarse-grained phase is g
by

F5
F0 j clJ

2

2pc E F1

2 S dw

dxD 2

1
~cosw2 f !2

2lw
2 Gdx, ~10!

with lw
2512lJ

4/d0
2@lJ

2 . The coarse-grained Josephson c
rent density flowing through the array is given by

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Left panel: dependence of the minimum
phase on the length of junction, ford05dp . Right panel: shape of
phase modulation at different junctions sizes.
4-2
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j ~w!5
d0

2 j c

12lJ
2
sin~w!~ f 2cosw!. ~11!

Equations similar to Eqs.~8!, ~10!, and ~11! were first der-
vied by Mints.13 This current-phase relation is quite peculi
~see left panel in Fig. 3!. The current has two maxima an
two minima, which are achieved at cosw65(f6Af 218)/4.
The absolute maximum

j max5
d0

2 j c

48lJ
2
A1

2
2

f

8
~ f 2Af 218!~3 f 1Af 218!

is achieved atw5w2 .
Consider screening of the weak magnetic field by the

riodic structure. In the modulated phase linearizing Eq.~8!

nearw0 , w5w01w̃, we obtain a linear equation for phas
variation w̃

d2w̃

dx2
5

sin2w0

lw
2

w̃. ~12!

One can see that the effective screening length

leff[lw /sinw05lw /A12 f 2, for u f u,1 ~13!

diverges at the transition point. In homogeneous phaseu f u
.1, similar derivation gives

leff5lw /Au f u21, for u f u.1. ~14!

Becauselw(T) diverges atT→Tc faster thanf (T), leff(T)
is nonmonotonic above the transition point. The minimu
value ofleff , leff52d0

2/A3(d02dp) is reached atf 52.
Exactly at the transition pointf 51, screening is nonlin-

ear and the phase variation obeys equation

2lw
2d2w̃/dx25w̃3. ~15!

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Left panel: current-phase relationships fo
different values of equilibrium phasew0 @see Eq.~11!#. Curves are
marked by the value ofw0. Unit of current densityj in this plot is
d0

2 j c /(12lJ
2). Right panel: dependencies of critical current of sma

0- p-structure on the magnetic fluxF through the structure, for
different values ofw0. The current unit at the vertical axis i
j JSd0

2/(12lJ
2), whereS is the cross-section area of the structure
22050
-

The general solution of this equation is given byw̃
562lw /(x1C). Using the phase-field relationH

5(F0/2pt)dw̃/dx, we derive from this solution that the
magnetic field decays inside the structure as

H~x!5H0S 11x/AlwF0

ptH0
D 22

, ~16!

whereH0 is the external magnetic field. It is interesting
note that the field tail at largex does not depend on th
applied field

H~x!5
lwF0

ptx2
, for x@AlwF0

ptH0
. ~17!

In addition to the usual 2p-degeneracy, in casef ,1, the
ground-state energy is also degenerate with respect to
change of the equilibrium phase;w0→2w0. This degen-
eracy leads to the appearance of two new kinds of soliton
which the phase sweeps either from2w0 to w0 or fromw0 to
2p2w0. Rewriting Eq.~8! in a more convenient form

d2w

dx2
5

1

lw
2
sin~w!~cosw02cosw!,

we derive the shapes of the two solitons as

w1~x!52 arctanF tanhS x sinw0

2lw
D tanS w0

2 D G , ~18a!

w2~x!5p12arctanF tanh~x sinw0/2lw!

tan~w0/2! G . ~18b!

The soliton energies per unit length are given by

«15«J0~lJ/4lf!~ usinw0u2w0cosw0!, ~19a!

«25«J0~lJ/4lf!~ usinw0u1~p2w0!cosw0!, ~19b!

where«J054F0 j clJ /(pc) is the energy of a single soliton
in a uniform JJ. At the transition pointf 51 the first soliton
vanishes and the second one acquires the following sh
w2(x)5p12 arctan(x/lw). Even though ford0.dp the first
energy is smaller than the second one, both solitons pla
role in the magnetic properties of thew-junction. This is
because without the second solitons, the system cannot
tain two or more first solitons of the same sign due to top
logical constrains. In the external magnetic fieldH, the en-
ergy of the system with a small number of solitons of bo
kinds,N1 andN2, can be written as

E5«1N11«2N22S N1

w0

p
1N2

p2w0

p D HF0

4p
, ~20!

and has to be supplemented by the topological constr
uN12N2u<1. The penetration scenario is determined by
ratio of soliton energy«a to its flux Fa . Simple analysis
shows that ford0.dp these ratios are arranged in ord
«1 /F1,(«11«2)/F0,«2 /F2. These inequalities imply
that a single first soliton appears at fieldH1
54p2«1 /w0F0. The soliton lattice, composed of alternatin
4-3
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solitons of two types, penetrates into the structure at hig
field Hc154p(«11«2)/F0. In cased05dp , fields H1 and
Hc1 coincide.

An interesting possibility to have an equilibriumw0 Jo-
sephson vortex is realized at the boundary between an a
nating structure of 0- andp-JJs and the usual 0-JJ. We a
sume that the alternating structure occupies regionx,0,
while 0-JJ, with Josephson penetration lengthL, occupies a
positive semiaxisx.0. In this case the phase differenc
must vary continuously fromw0 for x→2` to zero forx
→1`. Due to condition lw@L;lJ , value w(0)!1,
which means that the boundary vortex is almost comple
localized in regionx,0 and it is equivalent to half of the
first soliton ~18a!. The metastablep22w0 boundary vortex
is also possible and in limitlw@L, its shape corresponds t
the second soliton~18b!.

Consider a structure with total lengthL smaller than
screening lengthleff , in an external magnetic fieldH smaller
thanF0 /(d01dp)t. In this case the coarse-grained appro
mation for the phase is justified and we can use the curr
phase relation~11!, where the coarse-grained phase depe
on the coordinate asw(x)5hx1b with h52ptH/F0 and
an arbitrary phase shiftb. The total current per unit thick
ness, flowing through the structure is given by

I ~b!5
j cd0

2

12lJ
2E

2L/2

L/2

dxS f sin~hx1b!2
sin@2~hx1b!#

2 D .

Calculating the integral, we reduce it to the form

I ~b!5
I 0

h
sin~b!sinh@ f 2cos~b!cosh#, ~21!

where I 05 j cLd0
2/(12lJ

2) and h5hL/25pF/F0, and F
5tLH is the total flux through the structure. The curre
reaches a maximum at
h.

v,

R

v.

u-
n

.

22050
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t

cos~b!5
cosw02Acos2w018 cos2~h!

4 cos~h!
. ~22!

Shapes of the field dependencies of the critical curren
different values ofw0 are plotted in the right panel of Fig. 3
These dependencies differ significantly from the Fraunho
dependence in usual JJs. They have a large component
half of the main period. Atw05p/2 the dependence has th
Fraunhofer shape but the period is two times smaller tha
usual case. Note that finite critical current observed in
alternating 0-p junction structure8 at zero magnetic field is
naturally obtained in the framework of our analysis. The th
oretical analysis in Refs. 8 and 16, giving zero current atH
50, is incomplete because it does not take into account
current term} sin(2w) coming from the rapidly oscillating
phase.

In conclusion, the possibility to realize the transition in
thew-junction state, by decreasing the temperature fromTc ,
may be very helpful for experimental verification of the pr
dicted effects. In particular, the observation of the striki
nonmonotonous variation of the screening length with te
perature would provide an unambiguous proof of such a tr
sition. Also, the studies of the fine structure of the critic
current dependence versus magnetic field and the obse
tion of a periodicity two times smaller than that expected
standard JJ, could be of considerable interest. Finally, n
that the scanning magnetic probe microscope may dire
probe the specific shapes of the partial flux vortices.
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